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December 2, 2002 ◆

“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”

M O N D AY

Passed out

VOLUME 87, NUMBER 65
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M

Tony Romo and the Panther
football team lose to Western
Illinois 48-9 Saturday in firstround playoff game.
Page 12

International
students
spend break
on campus
◆ Some used the break to relax with
friends, others finished up homework
By Shannon Partain
S TA F F W R I T E R

Many students spent their Thanksgiving
breaks surrounded by the smells of food, the
sound of laughter and their families. However,
the international student population at Eastern
was far from their families and made alternative
plans for the holiday.
Eastern’s international students do not celebrate Thanksgiving in their countries, and even
if they did, their countries are too far away to
visit during the break.
Many of the international students at Eastern
spent their break on
campus.
“A couple
Bummi Folayan, a
business administrainvited some
tion graduate student
from Nigeria said
international
she decided to spend
Thanksgiving
students over for her
break on campus.
“I would like to
dinner. I think it
leave Charleston, but
I’m not sure if I can,”
will be a good
Folayan said. “Some
of my friends are
experience for
staying, so I will
us because we
probably hang out
with them.”
don’t have
Some
students
looked at this onThanksgiving in campus break as an
opportunity to finish
our country.”
homework.
“I
have
some
— Doreen Akodhe
homework and projects to finish,” said
Diwakar Thapa, a freshman finance major from
Nepal.
Thapa said he also spent time hanging out with
friends, and he was not upset about being away
from his family and his country.
“I am enjoying it here,” Thapa said.
Other international students like Doreen
Akodhe, a sophomore finance major from
Kenya, and Yuki Umeda, a business administration graduate student from Japan, visited families and participated in their Thanksgiving traditions.
S E E I N T E R N AT I O N A L
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Ryan Callaway, a delivery man for Joey’s, gets a bag ready to drop off to a customer Sunday night at Joey’s Place, located at
423 Lincoln Ave. Joey’s Place will move into the old Angie’s Pizza building during winter break.

Joey’s Place on the move
◆ Familiar local haunt set to
relocate to former Angie’s Pizza
location during winter break
By Maura Possley
CITY EDITOR

During winter break, Joey’s Place
restaurant will move its sandwich shop
across Lincoln Avenue into the old
Angie’s Pizza building in hopes of
attracting more customers.
“I’m just excited to have a better
location,” said Mark Grant, Joey’s
owner.
Joey’s will move into the 850 Lincoln
Ave. building during winter break and
will be ready for business Jan. 1.
Owners Mark and Winola Grant
secured the new building in midOctober and hope the new building and
atmosphere will attract more business.

“Some old faces in new places,” he
said.
The sandwich shop is currently
located at 423 Lincoln Ave. and has
been there since it opened 13 years
ago, Grant said. The restaurant’s menu
will remain the same, but it will have
an expanded staff to accommodate the
bigger building and expectations of
more customers.
The new building has more space for
more seating, Grant said, and because
of this extra room he expects sales to
increase.
“I’m banking on it,” he said.
In addition, the new building holds
better parking and easier access to the
restaurant, which Grant said should
result in more customers.
No work has been done yet to move
into the new building. Grant said the
move would take place during winter
break, so the restaurant will close at a

“I’m just excited to have a
better location.”
— Mark Grant

time that would least inconvenience
customers.
No permanent plans are in existance
for the current Joey’s building, and
Grant wasn’t sure what landlord Mike
Carlisle has planned for it. However,
Grant said ideas for a bagel or coffee
shop have been talked about.
Angie’s Pizza, which had been in
business at the 850 Lincoln Ave. location since January, closed in
September after managers Barbara
and Brian Phillips came into financial
dispute with owner Paul Coffman.

Senate postpones response to parade problems
By John Chambers
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The Student Government plans
to respond to complaints received
following behavior at this year’s
Homecoming parade, but not until
a solution is found to stop the
actions next year.
The Student Senate External
Relations Committee created a
subcommittee to find a solution to
complaints heard by the administration and others of items thrown
and obscene language directed at
those marching in the parade.
The committee has met once
informally and no solutions have
been formalized yet, but members
from the subcommittee will be
speaking with Interfraternity
Council, Panhellenic Council and
the Residence Hall Association to

gather ideas for next year’s
parade, said External Relations
chair George Lesica.
The Student Senate tabled legislation at the senate meeting
three weeks ago that will send a
letter to Newton Central Junior
High, Charleston High School
and Charleston Middle School
and “any other organizations who
we find were harassed,” Lesica
said.
He said the letter will apologize
mainly for inappropriate student
conduct
at
the
parade.
Administration and a member of
the Student Government have
already issued apologies to the
three schools.
The letter is still tabled and was
not approved by the Student
Senate to be sent because the subcommittee cannot yet recommend

“I’m not really sure when we’re
going to actually have a plan. We’re
going to send the apology along with
a solution. We want (the schools) to
know we’re taking this seriously. ”
George Lesica
any solutions, Lesica said
“I’m not really sure when we’re
going to actually have a plan,” he
said. “We’re going to send the
apology along with a solution. We
want (the schools) to know we’re
taking this seriously.”
The subcommittee will likely
talk to community members and
other students, but speaking with

the residence halls and Greek
organizations is a way to reach
students who are more involved in
the university, Lesica said.
“They’re the biggest and easiest
groups of people to talk to and
they’re
the
most
directly
involved,” he said.
He said finding a solution would
be a needed compromise between

students and the community, and
students will likely not want to
change much about the parade.
“Not everyone is going to
accept every solution,” Lesica
said. “From a student standpoint,
the best solution is a going behind
the scenes approach. We prefer a
very non-evasive approach.”
The letter was written by
Student Body President Alison
Mormino and Marty Ruhaak, student vice president of public
affairs.
The letter says, “Eastern
Illinois University is a friendly
and pleasant atmosphere that
does not encourage unsightly and
distasteful behavior...Please recognize that the circumstances you
encountered were the actions of a
few, and not the majority of good
Eastern students.”
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Staying stress free
By Tim Martin
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

A presentation from the
Counseling Center is aimed at
helping students relieve any
stress they might encounter as the
time for final exams approaches.
Cara Pschirrer, a member of
the Counseling Centerstaff, will
give a presentation titled “Stress
Relief” at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in
the Effingham Room of the
Martin
Luther
King
Jr.
University Union.
Pschirrer received a bachelor’s degree in psychology from
Illinois State University and
received a master’s in counseling
from Eastern.
In her second year at the
Counseling Center and only
recently removed from student
life, she chose the early
December date to help students
cope with what she called “test
anxiety.”
Pschirrer said if students got
the anxious feeling out of their
stomachs before tests, they

would be able to focus better.
However, she admitted the ploy
would not necessarily guarantee
a better test grade.
Pschirrer, who said she wants
an interactive crowd, will first
hand out a personal stress survey. Then she will teach the audience progressive muscle relaxation exercises.
She described the exercise by
using the example of a person
tightening his or her fist for 10
seconds and then releasing with
the relaxed feeling being a way to
relieve stress.
Other body parts, such as the
chest, arms and buttocks also will
have similar exercises. Also, she
said she will teach audience
members breathing exercises.
Aside from the muscle relaxation method, Pschirrer said other
ways exist to relieve stress. By
eating healthier and exercising,
people are better accustomed to
cope with stress, she said.
Pschirrer’s presentation will
be the Counseling Center’s final
one of the semester.

Tarble Arts to hold
card workshop
The Tarble Arts Center, in
conjunction with the Coles
County Historical Society, will
start Christmas early for 10
third-grade classes in the
Charleston area.
Kit Morice, curator of education at Tarble, said the Third
Grade Holiday Card Workshop
will be held at two locations,
Tarble and Greenwood School
Museum, an old schoolhouse at
the corner of Hayes Avenue and
Ninth Street.
Morice will aid the thirdgrade students in making handwritten Christmas cards.
“I will introduce them to art
deco, an art prevalent in the
1930s that tends to be very geometric in shape,” she said. “The
students will cut out construction paper and make collages
out of Christmas objects like
Christmas trees.”
The historical society will

hold their presentation at
Greenwood. Morice said the
presentation traditionally consists of skits and singing
Christmas carols from the
1930s.
The workshop is in its third
year of existence in its current
format, but Tarble has had connections with the historical society for the past several years. In
previous years, students were
given a tour of Tarble in place of
creating the Christmas cards.
The workshop will take place
Tuesday,
Wednesday
and
Thursday until Sunday and will
take two third grade classes a
day
from
Charleston
Community Unit 1 School
District.
Each workshop will last about
50 minutes, Morice said.
“It is a nice opportunity to get
kids to visit the Tarble Arts
Center,” she said. “We are
happy to work with other entities, including the historical
society.”
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Hitting the books
Ronesha Franklin, a junior biology major, and Janelle Cazy, a sophomore undeclared major, study in Booth
LIbrary Sunday night.

Faculty Senate to discuss CUPB
By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N E D I T O R

The Faculty Senate will continue to discuss the function of the
Council on University Planning
and Budget when it resumes
meeting Tuesday.
Before Thanksgiving Break,
senate members voiced concerns
about a canceled CUPB meeting,
which Senate Chair Anne Zahlan
deemed “odd.”
Zahlan, who represents the
Faculty Senate on the CUPB, said
a lot of gossip and speculation
surfaced about the canceled
meeting on Nov. 15.
The CUPB is a body that is
used to rank university priorities
and ask representatives from the
entire campus how to allocate
money to those priorities, said
David Carpenter, professor of
English.
The CUPB’s faculty represen-

POLICE

BLOTTER

Criminal Damage of Personal
Property
On Nov. 15, it was reported that a
1994 Ford was damaged while it
was parked in a parking lot south of
the Pi Kappa Alpha house in Greek
Court, a police report stated. The
incident is under investigation.
On Nov. 16, it was reported that a
2002 Chevrolet was damaged while
it was parked in the Thomas Hall
staff lot, a police report stated.
The incident is under investigation.

Theft
On Nov. 18, it was reported that
currency was stolen from a money
bag in a safe in the Carman Hall
Food Service, a police report stated. The incident is under investigation.

tation has dwindled during the
years, Zahlan said. The council’s
bylaws also call for monthly
meetings, but there was no
make-up date scheduled for
November. The next CUPB
meeting is set for Dec. 13.
Old business to be discussed at
the Faculty Senate meeting
includes computer privacy policies, administrative search procedures and a Student Senate
proposal on grade appeals procedures.
At the last meeting, the senate
heard a draft resolution from
John Kilgore, English professor,
asking for a clearly-stated computer privacy policy that protects
employees from any infiltration
of assigned computers and private communications.
Zahlan previously said the senate will create a subcommittee on
computer privacy to draft a final
policy resolution.

The Student Senate passed a
resolution asking for further student involvement in grade
appeals procedures Nov. 20, and
the Faculty Senate will vote on it
next.
Another item on the Faculty
Senate’s agenda for Tuesday
involves planning for a spring
faculty forum.
Zahlan said the forum, scheduled from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. on
Jan. 28 in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, is
open to all faculty members to
discuss concerns.
Allocation and distribution of
resources among university
areas and units and revising senate bylaws are among other new
business items the Faculty
Senate will discuss.
The Faculty Senate meets at
2 p.m. every Tuesday in Booth
Library Conference Room 4440.

Criminal Damage to State
Supported Property / Theft

currency and product were
stolen from a coin-operated
machine in the basement of
Carman Hall, a police report stated. The incident is under investigation.

On Nov. 17, it was reported that a
gate was damaged and a golf cart
was stolen from O’Brien Stadium,
a police report stated. The incident is under investigation.

Theft / Criminal Trespass to
Residence
On Nov. 11, it was reported
that two bottles of alcohol were
stolen
from
a
party
in
University Apartments unit by
an uninvited guest, a police
report stated. The incident is
under investigation.

Theft from Coin Operated
Machine
On Nov. 19, it was reported that

Domestic Battery
On Nov. 16, Michael C. Stanley,
20, of 1021 Greek Court, and
Heather R. Bickers, 21, of 2144
11th St. were arrested at 2:35 a.m.
at 132 Sigma Chi on the charge of
domestic battery, a police report
stated.

Aggravated Assault on a
Police Officer
On Nov. 17 Nicholas P. Karko, 18,
of 11741 S. Laporte, Alsip, was
arrested at 1:05 a.m. at Fourth
Street and Grant Avenue of the
charge of aggravated assault on a
police officer, a police report stated.
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Students picking up jobs to cover Campus lighting issues
to be addressed Monday
rising cost of higher education
By Melissa Nielsen

By John Chambers

CAMPUS EDITOR

STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

As college tuition climbs across
the country and at Eastern, juggling a job with classes is becoming more popular with students
and the only option for those who
need to pay their own way.
Whether students are looking to
earn extra spending cash or trying to pay tuition bills, choosing
the right kind of job can make
going to a part-time job after a
hard day of class much easier.
Mark Hudson, director of housing and dining, said employment
opportunities in food service are
the most popular among students
opting to work on campus, and
dining service also provides the
most options.
He said students can take
advantage of the flexible schedules of on-campus jobs. On-campus employers understand that
school comes first and are willing
to work around students’ academic schedules.
“As the cost of education rises,
there is more pressure for students to cover those expenses,”
Hudson said.
Fran Nelms, a senior elementary education major, said she
prefers working on campus
because she does not own a car,
making transportation to work
more convenient.
“The hours are flexible and I
can walk to work,” she said. “I can
go straight from class to work
with no problem. I find it a lot easier to walk to work than worry
about transportation.”
On-campus employment also
offers unique leadership opportunities as resident directors, student supervisors and residence
hall front desk attendants,
Hudson said.
“It’s an opportunity to interact
with your peers and gain experience in management-like positions,” he said.
Though on-campus employment has positive points, Adam
Rotsch, a junior psychology
major, said he chose to find a job
off campus after seeing drawbacks to on-campus jobs.
Rotsch, who works with people
with mental and physical handicaps, said his job looked more
appealing than on-campus options
because of the type of work and

A Student Government light
walk that could encourage future
campus
development
was
rescheduled for Monday night.
The light walk, open to anyone,
is organized by the Student Senate
University Development and
Recycling Committee to check
camous safety and environmental
issues.
Walkers will inspect crosswalks, safety signs, the placement
of bicycle racks and the the usage
of cigarette disposals, recycling
bins, trash receptacles and emergency poles, said Allison West,
committee chair.
“I hope that we can get people
involved in bettering things on
campus,” she said. “They can only
fix the things that me and the (students) see.”
West said information gathered
from the walk could lead to more
lighting or a more accessible
placement of campus facilities.
“We’re mainly going to be looking at lighting. That’s kind of the
biggest thing,” she said.

“We’re probably going to do
some research (into the location of
emergency poles).”
She said the light walk will be
the first of two. She hopes to bring
city officials along on a second
walk to see the campus needs
those on the first walk-through
discover.
The light walk has been organized
by
the
University
Development and Recycling
Committee in past years, and last
year, the walk was a main factor in
development of campus lights and
pedestrian safety, said Speaker of
the Senate Bill Davidson.
Last year the walk led to the
new pedestrian crosswalk near
Lawson and Taylor Halls, but now
Fourth Street is in need of additional lighting, Davidson said.
“There will be times when you
will be driving down Fourth
Street, and you cannot see people
walking in front of you,” he said.
The light walk will start at 5:30
p.m. Anyone interested in walking
can meet in the Student Activities
Office in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union at 5:15 p.m.
or can contact West at 581-2168.

Snow misses Charleston
over Thanksgiving week
By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N E D I T O R

Many students experienced
frigid temperatures and snowy
scenery
during
break,
but
Thanksgiving in Charleston was a
bit more mild.
Dalias Price, local weather
observer, said a slight flurry of
large snowflakes fell on the city two
days before Thanksgiving. He said
several inches of snow covered certain areas in the upper part of
Illinois.
“November, on the average, gets
one inch of snow,” Price said. “It
escaped us this time.”
December usually averages
about 4 inches of snow, and Price
predicted an adequate amount of
precipitation this month. Even in a
milder winter, Charleston could
experience heavy snow because the
air is more moist, which creates
precipitation.
Price also predicted snow for the

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Sarmad Saghir, a graduate student, works on homework as he works at
the front desk of Booth Library Sunday evening. Saghir likes working the
front desk because he can do his homework and that the job is not too
complicated.
better pay. He also prefers getting
paid twice a month as opposed to
the monthly paycheck the university distributes.
“You need money more than
once a month,” he said. “If I get
$500 bucks at (the end) of the
month that’s great, but I could
have used $250 two weeks into it.”
Though monthly paychecks
seem like a negative to some students, Hudson said he believed
the pay period actually helps students learn how to budget money.

The university is also working on
ways to pay students every two
weeks.
Maureen Tulley, a senior family
and consumer science major,
switched jobs to work off campus
after realizing off campus jobs
paid more.
“You can make a couple more
dollars an hour, although it isn’t as
flexible,” she said.
Off-campus employers often
expect workers to work weekends
and over breaks, she said.

holidays.
“We’ll probably have a white
Christmas,” Price said. “One year in
four it snows on Christmas day, and
every other year, there’s snow
already on the ground. So, the
chances are 50 percent.”
As far as the plummeting temperatures in Charleston, Price said
the last several days have been
colder than average.
The temperature Sunday morning was 13 degrees, marking the
coldest
morning
since
last
February, Price said. The rest of the
week should be moderate with daytime highs in the 40s and possibly
the low 50s. The average temperature for December in Charleston is
32 degrees, Price said.
Some experts indicate El Nino
may create higher-than-average
temperatures for the rest of the
month, but Price said it’s hard to say
how cold it will get.
“It is December — one of the
truly winter months,” he said.

$1.50 Well Drinks
$3
$4

UV Vodka
Doubles
Coors Light
Pitchers

$3 Chicken Sandwich
w/ Fries or Fried Chips
Visa/Mast.

New Balance BB750 BL
Men’s Hi-top Basketball Shoe
Medium & Wide Widths to 14

ATM

ADVERTISE
In the DEN
581-2816

Advertising in the

DEN...
The best thing since
sliced bread!

Moore Shoes
ack

The Ladies of

Alpha Gamma Delta
would like to congratulate

305 W Lincoln
Charleston, IL
345-3479

The grass is always
greener when you
adver tise.

Jason Kelly
of Pi Kappa Alpha
on becoming our new

Alpha Gam Man

581-2816
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OPINION

“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Follow the rules of the road

Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu

EDITORIAL

Finish
contract
soon

Michelle Jones
Managing editor
and
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Jones also is a
senior journalism
and English
major.
She can be reached
at 581-2812 or
majones@eiu.edu

Eastern’s chapter of the University
Professionals of Illinois has been negotiating a
new three-year faculty contract since August.
The end of the semester is coming up and a
new contract has not yet been settled. For a
time, negotiations were said to be “peaceful,”
but recently a federal mediator had to be
called in.

I love to drive, but I hate to
drive.
I love to drive on open roads
when it’s my car and me. I’m
even perfectly fine when a few
other cars share the roadways
as long as they’re not too close
or scary.
But I don’t like drivers who
drive too closely behind another
car, specifically the car I’m
driving. Don’t they remember
the two-second rule for good
weather and the four-second
rule for inclement weather?
Also, what’s with the drivers
who insist on weaving in and out
of traffic and slamming on
their brakes every five
seconds because they cut it too
close?
My biggest complaint is drivers who come flying down the
road when I’m stopped. I’m
afraid they’re not going to stop.
When the only car I can see in
my side mirror as I’m waiting at
a red light is the one two cars
behind me, the driver behind me
is way too close.
Does it really hurt to stop
sooner, to leave space between
you and the car in front of you?
You’re not losing much time by
being back a little further when
the light turns green.
All of these drivers are accidents waiting to happen.
For the most part, interstate
driving is good driving because
there are no stop signs or stoplights. However, my drive home

“My biggest complaint
is drivers who come
flying down the road
when I’m stopped. I’m
afraid they’re not going
to stop.”
Nov. 22 on Interstate 57 was
one of my worst driving
experiences. I know almost
everyone heads north on I-57,
but I must have left at the worst
time because it’s never been so
bad.
Nonetheless, I could have
handled the traffic. Yes, it’s
frustrating when both lanes are
only moving at 60 mph, but what
can you do? I guess you can still
go 80 mph and maneuver
between all the cars. I saw more
than one close call. Drivers in
cars and even a UPS truck and
a Greyhound bus were
obnoxious.
Drivers did not just start
bothering me a week ago. This
summer a driver rear-ended me.
I was driving on what’s normally
a four-lane road; however,
because of construction, only
two lanes were open. I kept
watching the woman in the car
behind me because she seemed
to be weaving a lot. Then, when

I was stopped at a stoplight, she
hit me.
It could have been a lot worse,
and thankfully I was not injured.
But it was a terrible experience.
I didn’t do anything wrong, but
my car was smashed.
I wonder how lucky I could
have been with an emotional distress case?
Seriously, because of that
driver, I’m more nervous about
the cars around me. I’ve heard
plenty of horror stories from
other people, too.
The fear is probably in my
head a lot of the time, but it happened once, why not twice? I
hate that fear because I love to
drive.
Why can’t drivers pay more
attention, be more careful and
be more patient?
I also don’t like when a driver
takes on the task of driving, putting on make-up and putting her
hair in a ponytail all at the same
time. This particular driver
scared me so much because we
were in stop-and-go traffic on
the same street I was hit on. I
turned on the first street I could
to get rid of her. Pathetic,
ridiculous, I know, but I wasn’t
going to risk it.
I shouldn’t have to feel such
stress driving. Drivers should
follow the rules of the road, not
cut off other drivers, not pull
out in front of other drivers, and
leave some breathing space in
between cars.

Pamphlets have been handed out,
picketing has taken place, and a favorable end-

YOUR

ing to these negotiations is

Some sports columns inaccurate

not looking as hopeful as
negotiators were at the
beginning. But a suitable
agreement is crucial for
Eastern to continue to
provide a quality
education.
The situation was the
same in 1999, the last time
the UPI negotiated a new
contract, and the situation
escalated to this level that
time as well.
Those involved in the
negotiations had an
introductory session before
Thanksgiving Break, and

At issue
UPI contract
negotiations
Our stance
The issue
needs to be
settled soon
for everyone
involved.
Negotiators
must work
with open
minds and be
willing to
compromise in
the best
interest of the
students.

representatives remained
“guardedly optimistic.”
Another session will take place this week.
This issue needs to be settled soon for the
sake of the faculty, as well as the students.
Both sides need to listen to the mediator and
each other. They must keep in mind the reason
we all are here. We are not here for faculty
members to strike and for students to sit here
hopelessly while they try to come to an
agreement.
As we all go home for winter break to celebrate the holidays with our families, we do not
want these negotiations and the threat of a possible strike hanging over our heads. Students
want to have classes when they come back
from break. Seniors want to be able to
graduate on time.
It’s probably safe to assume those involved
in the negotiations do not want to have the
problem hanging over them either.
Both sides need to have an open mind settling on a new contract. Compromise needs to
be the name of the game. Both sides are important to the academic quality of Eastern, and
both sides need to agree. But they need to see
the other side and compromise for the sake of
the students and each other.

The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.

TURN:

LETTERS

I am confused by two of
the recent sports columns I
have read in The Daily
Eastern News. The first
involves our men’s soccer
team. Matt Williams wrote
in his column that Mike
Murphy was red carded
against Creighton over the
weekend. I don’t see how
this is possible since Mike
Murphy didn’t go to Omaha
for the game because of an
illness. He lives in the
apartment above me and
while the game was being
played, he and I were having a conversation about
soccer. What the scorekeeper at Creighton sent us may
have said Mike Murphy, but
as the men’s soccer scorekeeper in the Sports
Information Office, I can
assure you the box scores
from road games have been
wrong before. Perhaps
checking with Coach Adam
Howarth or soccer sports
information director Pat
Osterman would avoid
errors like this in the
future.
Second was Matthew
Stevens’ claim that Notre
Dame gave Tim Brown “a
significant amount of
money to play football...” I
and everyone else I know
that follow college football
do not recall such an incident. I’ve checked every
resource I can fathom and
have come up empty in trying to find a story about
Notre Dame or Brown
admitting to this. Notre
Dame recently turned
themselves in for an incident with a booster, but this
was some 10 years after
Brown was graduated and
gone. What is Stevens’
source and what was the
dollar amount Brown
received?
I value the opinions of the
DEN writers, but the facts
are far more important.
Having accurate facts will
support your opinions a
great deal and make the

TO

THE

EDITOR

writer look good.
Jake Serafini
physical education graduate
student

Help the elderly with
ombudsmen program
The Long Term Care
Ombudsman program is a
federal and state program
that protects the welfare
and rights of residents in
Illinois’ 1,300-plus nursing
homes.
Ombudsmen work with
residents, families, nursing
home staff and others to
resolve problems and
complaints on behalf of
residents. Ombudsmen also
provide information on the
laws governing nursing
homes, resident rights and
other pertinent subjects.
Unfortunately, there are
not enough ombudsmen to
meet the needs of all residents. The program is in need
of volunteers to bridge this
gap. Volunteers are trained
and supported by the regional
Long Term Care Ombudsman
Program.
Please contact the East
Central Illinois Area
Agency on Aging for more
information. You’ll be glad
you did.
Debra Porter
Ombudsman volunteer
coordinator
East Central Illinois Area
Agency on Aging,
Bloomington

Service needs round
trip to Champaign
The week had looked so
promising. It was going to
be a great week, and I was
going to Champaign for the
weekend to visit my
friends. It’s just too bad
the week didn’t stay
promising.
I knew Suburban Express

stopped at the University of
Illinois, but I wasn’t sure if I
could get a round-trip ticket.
After chemistry class on
Wednesday, I stopped by the
ticket office and found out
they only offer a one-way
ticket to U of I. Now what
should I do?
My best friend who goes
to U of I brought Greyhound
and Amtrak to my attention.
I checked Greyhound, and
sure enough, there was a
departure time on Sunday
evening. So there was a possibility. I performed a
search on the Eastern Web
site and found there was a
Panther Express bus that
would take me from Cracker
Barrel back to campus. I
thought the problem was
solved – wrong! I had emailed an adviser who coteaches one of my classes,
and the news the adviser
sent back to me wasn’t what
I had hoped for. She said she
had no clue how to get back
from Mattoon to Eastern,
except for a taxi service out
of Mattoon.
I gave the adviser a call
and said I was looking at a
bus schedule from Mattoon
to Charleston on my computer screen. “That’s news to
me,” were her exact words.
She gave me a list of about
five numbers to call inquiring about a bus back to campus, and they all ended with
the same result: “That’s
news to me.” By this time, I
was really frustrated.
Finally, I obtained the direct
number to the Panther
Express people. When I
called, they didn’t sound too
interested in having my business.
So, move on to Thursday,
and during orchestra
rehearsal, when I was sup-

posed to be playing, I decided I would call the taxi service. After my rehearsal, I
reached the taxi service by
phone, and the person I
talked to was very pleasant,
friendly and appreciative of
my business. The man said
the taxi cab would be waiting for my arrival, give or
take five or 10 minutes
depending on how early or
late the bus is and that it
would cost me about $8. I
went and bought my oneway ticket from Suburban
Express, and I was on my
way to Champaign.
How hard would it be for
Suburban Express to offer a
round-trip ticket to
Champaign for the weekend?
Jared Schaefer
freshman elementary
education major

‘8 Mile’ reviews
were poorly done
I’m writing in response to
the “8 Mile” reviews in the
Nov. 15 edition of The Verge.
I usually enjoy reading anything about this movie –
even the bad reviews – but
when it is just plain obvious
that the writer did not pay a
lick of attention to the film,
it is just plain dumb. I like
to hear other people’s views
on different subjects, but
this is an outrage on the
lack of research this
particular critic used on this
project. I think you should
rethink who you put on
these particular
assignments.
Jared Rowcliffe
freshman computer
information systems major

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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Farmer ordered to pay
$16,000 to Mansanto
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill. (AP) — A
federal jury here has ordered a
Massac County farmer to pay
Monsanto Co. $16,000 in damages
for replanting some genetically
engineered soybeans.
Eugene Stratemeyer said he didn’t know he was in trouble with the
agribusiness giant until U.S. marshals showed up at his farm near
Metropolis two years ago and confiscated his soybean seeds.
The ensuing legal battle in U.S.
District Court pitted biotechnology law against time-honored farming practices.
St.
Louis-based
Monsanto
obtained an injunction against
Stratemeyer after determining
that he had saved Roundup Ready
soybeans, a genetically engineered soybean that is resistant to
the herbicide Roundup, to replant
the next year.
“I didn’t know about this at all,”
Stratemeyer said. “I found out I
couldn’t replant my own seeds
when the marshals showed up on
my land and seized my soybeans.
The first time I became aware of
this was right then when I found
out about the lawsuit.”
Under a technology user’s
agreement farmers are supposed
to sign when they purchase the
seed, they are prohibited from
saving seed for replanting or sale
to other farmers.
But Stratemeyer, in a countersuit, claimed he never signed such
an agreement.
The federal jury found last
week that Stratemeyer violated
the agreement with Monsanto
when he saved and sold the soybeans.
The jurors awarded Monsanto
the damages, plus attorneys’ fees
and costs.
U.S. District Judge Michael
Reagan will determine final dam-
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ages in the case later this year.
Monsanto sued Stratemeyer to
protect its patent on the Roundup
Ready biotechnology, Monsanto
spokesman Janice Armstrong
said, and to ensure all farmers
using Monsanto seeds are playing
by the same rules.
But Stratemeyer contends the
contract bans a traditional farming practice of saving seeds from
the harvest for replanting next
year and that Monsanto singled
him out because of his stature in
the community.
“I definitely feel that they went
after me because I was a prominent farmer. They turned me into
the proverbial sacrificial lamb,”
Stratemeyer said.
Even though the verdict went
against Stratemeyer, his lawyer,
Ronald E. Osman, said it still was a
victory because the damages
awarded were so much less than
Monsanto’s request of damages in
excess of $800,000.
Testimony during the trial
revealed seed dealers commonly
sign farmers’ names to the seed
contracts, or receipts.
Osman has filed a class-action
lawsuit against the seed dealers
for forging farmers’ names on the
contracts. That lawsuit, pending in
federal court in East St. Louis,
maintains that seed dealers are
agents representing the company.
“We took this thing to trial to
expose the forgery on the part of
Monsanto’s agents,” Osman said.
“This is about forgery, plain and
simple.”
Monsanto denied the seed dealers operate as their agents.
Armstrong said the dealers merely distribute the seed.
The jury refused to award
damages to Monsanto for the
period
before
it
sued
Stratemeyer.

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Cracking the books
Audra Koerner, a freshman health studies major, Jamie Jaczak, also a freshman health studies major, and
Maria Santoio, a freshman elementary education major, work on a group project for their human physiology
class Sunday evening in the lobby of Andrews Hall.

Man sought in murder, kidnapping
HOLLAND, Mich. (AP) — A
nationwide alert has been
issued for the arrest of a man
suspected in the killing of a
woman he lived with in
Michigan and the kidnapping of
his children from Illinois.
Authorities have issued an
open murder warrant and two
child abduction warrants for 48year-old
Patrick
Michael
Gleeson.
Gleeson is suspected in the
death of 43-year-old Dena Lynn
Fuglseth. Fuglseth’s body was
found Friday in the basement of
her home in Ottawa County’s
Park Township, just west of
Holland, The Grand Rapids
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Press and The Holland Sentinel
reported Sunday.
Fuglseth had been dead for
several days and a medical
examiner ruled the death a
homicide,
Ottawa
County
Sheriff’s Det. Venus Dyke said.
An autopsy to determine the
cause of death was scheduled
for Monday.
Gleeson also is being sought
in the kidnapping of his 5-yearold daughter, Ashley, and 3year-old son, Joshua. The children were reported missing last
Monday after Gleeson did not
return them to their mother
from a weekend visitation.
“All I can think of is that I

hope he still has my children,”
said the children’s mother, Edna
Smith, of Dwight, Ill., which is
75 miles southwest of Chicago.
Following the kidnapping
report, sheriff’s deputies made
several attempts to reach
Gleeson at the Park Township
home, Dyke said. Deputies
entered the home Friday and
found Fuglseth’s body.
Police also have issued an
“Amber Alert” for the children.
The national bulletin on kidnapped children and their
abductors
is
distributed
through radio and television
broadcasts and electronic highway signs.
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United, mechanics union
try to avoid bankruptcy
CHICAGO (AP) — Officials of United
Airlines and its mechanics union met
behind closed doors Sunday in renewed
efforts to find a way to keep the nation’s No.
2 air carrier out of bankruptcy.
The mechanics last week rejected a proposed package of steep wage and benefit
cuts that United says are necessary if is to
land a $1.8 billion federal loan guarantee
that would keep it out of Chapter 11 bankruptcy court proceedings.
United spokesman Jeff Green confirmed
the Sunday meeting but said the airline
would not discuss any aspects of the talks,
including their location or duration. He said
he didn’t anticipate any announcement
Sunday.
Machinists union representatives did not
respond to repeated calls seeking comment.
The mechanics’ vote reflects years of

frustration with United management. The
union was on the cusp of striking this
spring before it agreed to a sweetened contract offer that included the mechanics’
first raise since 1994. The airline still owes
them retroactive pay under that deal.
Sunday’s meeting came a day after the
airline’s 24,000 flight attendants agreed to
$412 million in wage concessions. However,
that deal and other cost-cutting agreements
accepted by United’s pilots and other
employee groups will expire Dec. 31 unless
the mechanics sign on.
United is seeking $5.2 billion in companywide labor cuts over 5 1/2 years. The
mechanics’ proposed share is believed to be
$600 million to $700 million.
A bankruptcy would be unlikely to have
any immediate effect on passengers.
United has said it will continue flying its
normal schedule.

Ryan urged to grant clemency
to state’s death row inmates
CHICAGO (AP) — A group of retired
state and federal judges is urging Gov.
George Ryan to commute the death sentences of any inmate whose conviction was
tainted by flaws in the state’s capital punishment system.
In a letter to Ryan released Sunday, former Illinois Supreme Court Chief Justice
Moses Harrison and 20 other judges
stopped short of asking the governor to
grant clemency to all inmates on Illinois’
death row.
But they made it clear they were suggesting clemency for scores of inmates,
listing the same problems with the system
in Illinois raised by defense attorneys during the recently completed clemency hearings before the Illinois Prisoner Review
Board.
“Examination of current death sentences

reveals cases involving credible claims of
coerced confessions, unreliable ‘incentivised’ testimony from jailhouse informants and purported accomplices, inexperienced and unqualified defense counsel,
confusing jury instructions, mental retardation, and mental illness,” they wrote.
Ryan’s office did not immediately return
a call seeking comment.
Individually, some of the justices said
that the system is so riddled with problems,
so unfair, that the governor should grant
blanket clemency.
“The only way to be fair, the only way to
be just, the only way to be equal is for the
governor to change the death sentences ...
to life without the possibility of parole,”
said R. Eugene Pincham, a former state
appellate judge and longtime critic of the
death penalty.

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Fueling up for the week
Jason Jerome, a senior athletic training major, pumps gas after getting into town Sunday
night at the Amaco station at B Street and Lincoln Avenue.

International:

Local families invite
students to join on holiday
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

“I got some invitations to go to dinner. A
couple invited some international students
over for dinner,” Akodhe said. “I think it will

be a good experience for us because we
don’t have Thanksgiving in our country.”
When asked about her plans for
Thanksgiving break, Umeda said she
planned on working on papers everyday
except Thanksgiving, which she spent with
her second family in Champaign.
“I have some family in Champaign,
(because) I used to go to Parkland, so it’s like
I’m going to see my family too,” Umeda
said.
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Stars light up World AIDS Day Venezuela nightclub
With songs, stars and prayers,
Americans recognized World
AIDS Day as a time to focus on a
cure, on making treatment more
available around the world and on
remembering the millions who
have already died.
In New York City on Sunday,
the HIV + Sinikithemba Choir,
composed of HIV-positive South
Africans, raised their voices in
Zulu and English song on a
Harlem church altar.
“To have AIDS is a stigma and
we are trying to help people share
the information and to accept
their illness,” said choir member
Ntombi Mbuthu, 39, a mother of
three children, all of whom tested
negative for the disease.
Mbuthu, who receives medicine
through her work as a clinic counselor, is the only one of the 21

traveling choir members who is
getting treatment for HIV. The
others are too poor.
“Most South Africans don’t get
tested because they know there’s
no cure, and they cannot get the
drug treatment because it’s too
expensive,” said Mimi Badumuti,
32, who supports herself doing
beadwork after losing her job as a
corporate receptionist.
Former President Clinton, in an
opinion column published Sunday
in The New York Times, urged
governments to do more to bring
treatment to the developing
world, where millions of people
suffer because they lack access to
AIDS drugs.
“Given that medicine can turn
AIDS from a death sentence into
a chronic illness and reduce
mother-to-child transmission, our

withholding of treatment will
appear to future historians as
medieval, like bloodletting,”
Clinton wrote.
Irish rocker Bono kicked off a
tour on World AIDS Day, but the
lead singer of U2 won’t be crooning: He and actress Ashley Judd
were among those speaking to
about 2,300 people in Lincoln,
Neb., about the AIDS crisis in
Africa. It was Bono’s first stop in
a seven-day, seven-city tour for
an organization called Debt, Aid,
Trade for Africa.
In San Francisco’s Golden Gate
Park, about 250 people, many
wearing red ribbons and some
carrying flowers, gathered at the
National AIDS Memorial Grove to
remember those who have died
from the disease and hear messages of hope for a cure.

Israeli helicopter fires on Mercedes
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israeli helicopters fired missiles at a car near
Gaza City on Sunday, reducing the
vehicle to a heap of smoldering
metal
seconds
after
the
Palestinians inside jumped out,
witnesses said.
The Islamic Jihad said three of
its militants escaped harm in the
attack, including a senior official,
Shadi Muhana. The Israeli army
would not comment.
During two years of PalestinianIsraeli violence, Israel has killed
dozens of suspected militants in
what it calls “targeted attacks,”
claiming that it is preventing terror strikes. Palestinians charge
that the practice amounts to assassination of their leaders, and
human rights groups call it summary execution without judicial
process.
The passengers in the Mercedes
sedan saw the Israeli helicopters
overhead and managed to flee the
vehicle before it was hit, witnesses
said.
“Suddenly I saw a Mercedes
driving fast down the road and it
was hit by flames coming from the
sky,” said Amina Daalasa, 55, who
lives nearby. Two missiles hit the

car and one missed, hitting the
road, Daalasa said.
The airstrike came after two
Palestinians were killed Saturday
night as Israeli tanks and troops
entered the northern Gaza town of
Beit Lahiya and demolished three
homes. One of the Palestinians, a
70-year-old man, unable to leave a
home before Israeli bulldozers
began toppling it, was buried under
the rubble, witnesses said.
An army spokesman, Capt.
Jacob Dallal, said soldiers routinely call on residents to evacuate
buildings and troops search the
premises before structures are
destroyed.
The forces demolished three
homes belonging to militants of the
Islamic Jihad group who were
responsible for attacks that killed
24 Israelis, the army said.
One Palestinian bystander who
was watching from his balcony
was shot dead during an intense
exchange of gunfire, Palestinian
witnesses said. The army said soldiers shot at and hit armed
Palestinians.
Security alerts disrupted life in
Israel Sunday. Citing warnings of
terror attacks, police canceled a

soccer game in Jerusalem, then
relented and allowed it to be
played. Also Sunday, police
stopped buses from traveling for
several hours on a main road in
Israel’s north where suicide
bombers have blown up several
buses in the past. The ban was canceled after the security alert was
lifted, Israel Radio reported.
Also Sunday, Egyptian Foreign
Minister Ahmed Maher told a visiting Israeli official that there is a
good chance that Egypt will succeed in forging a cease-fire declaration by the mainstream Fatah
movement and the Islamic Hamas
group.
Maher told Yossi Katz, a representative of Amram Mitzna, the
moderate candidate for prime minister in Israel’s Jan. 28 elections,
that the chances for a cease-fire
declaration by Fatah and Hamas
were 75 percent, a Katz aide said.
The two groups have held several
meetings in Cairo, but no agreement has been reached.
Hamas has been responsible for
dozens of suicide bombing attacks
in Israel, and a militia linked with
Fatah has also claimed responsibility for many attacks.

Students Having Smarter
Sex, Says New Survey But
More Education Needed
New research about the sexual habits of students
is offering a positive look at what might really be
happening behind closed doors.
New survey results suggest students age 18-24
take sex and monogamy seriously and that more
men than women in this age say they are virgins. The survey also showed that most students know the basics of “safe and smart” sex
(using both barrier and hormonal contraceptives), but there is still a need for more communication and reliable resources.
For the Smarter Sex Survey, sponsored by
Bacchus and Gamma Peer Education Network
and Pharmacia Corporation, makers of DEPOPROVERA®
Contraceptive
Injection
(medroxy-progesterone acetate injectable suspension), 1,051 men and women ages 18-24,
currently enrolled in school, participated in an
online survey that asked about various sexual topics ranging from contraception to sexually transmitted infections (STIs).
The survey revealed that about 34 percent of males
surveyed have not had sex, compared to 18 percent of females surveyed -in part because more
women than men reported being in monogamous relationships. In general, both men and
women scored well when asked about STIs,
HIV, and contraception -with 89 percent agreeing
that monogamous couples should get first tested for
HIV before they stop using condoms.
Likewise, men and women share similar views on
relationships, emphasizing the importance of
monogamy and healthy relationships. on average,
those surveyed has 1.2 sexual partners during the last
year.
“The good news is that most students have the
knowledge they need to make smart sexual
health decisions. But more information is
always beneficial,” says Drew hunter, executive
director, Bacchus and Gamma. “If students truly
know the facts, we should see a further reduction in unintended pregnancy and STI transmission rates.”
To provide more information about smart and
safe sex, a new website, www.Smartersex.org has

been established to help college students manage
their sexual health safely and smartly.
Survey results suggest that three out of four
women (73 percent) do not use a condom as a
back-up method when they have missed a birth
control pill -the form of birth control used by
most women surveyed. And, more than half of
the survey participants (62 percent) believe they
can tell if someone has an STI “just by looking,”
even though the two most common STIs,
chlamydia and HPV, may not exhibit noticeable
symptoms.
“A problem is that women and their partners
don’t always use contraception correctly or consistently, which puts them at risk,” says Margaret
Bridwell, MD, OB/GYN, and Director of the
University Health Center of University of Maryland.
“With so many birth control methods available
that do not require daily dosing, such as DEPOPROVERA®, we are hope that information on
www.Smartersex.org will encourage women to
discuss with their healthcare providers what
birth control options may be better suited to
their lifestyles.”
Depo-Provera does not protect against HIV/AIDS
and other sexually transmitted infections (STIs).
Depo-Provera should not be used by women with
known or suspected pregnancy, unexplained vaginal bleeding, breast cancer, blood clots, liver disease, ora history of stroke. Some women using
Depo-Provera do experience side effects, with
this most common side effect being irregular
menstrual bleeding or spotting. To find out if
Depo-Provera is the right birth control option
for them, young women should consult their
health care provider. For important product
information, visit the web site at
www.depoprovera.com.
For more information on the Smarter Sex Survey
and sexual health topics or to test your own “sex
smarts,” visit www.Smartersex.org.
“When taken as scheduled -just four times a year Depo-Provera is 99.7 percent effective, making
it one of the most reliable prescription contraceptives available to young women.

700 Broadway Ave East Mattoon

fire kills 47 people
CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) —
Flames quickly engulfed a tiny,
downtown nightclub packed with
hundreds of dancers but lacking
emergency exits, triggering a
panicky stampede and killing 47
people, fire officials and victims
said Sunday.
Twelve people were injured in
the late Saturday night blaze at La
Goajira discotheque.
Faulty wiring, a kitchen fire or
even a carelessly discarded cigarette were all possible causes of
the blaze, which erupted near the
club’s entrance just before midnight Saturday local time, said
Fire Chief Rodolfo Briceno.
Nearly all the dead succumbed to
the smoke.
As many as 400 people were
inside the discotheque, housed in
the basement of the Hotel
Venezuela in a densely packed
commercial district, when someone yelled “Fire!,” victims said.
The club was in two rooms with
a total of about 1000 square feet.
“The fire began at the entrance.
At first we thought it was a joke,
but it seems the fire extinguishers
didn’t work and the blaze grew
fast,” said Jenny Cisneros, 29, who
suffered burns to her arms and
legs.
“Everything went up in flames.
There were so many people,
everyone was trampled as they
tried to get out. Nobody could
breathe,” Cisneros told The
Associated Press from her hospital bed.
Her sister, who also suffered
leg burns, was next to her at the
western Caracas clinic. Jenny
Cisneros said tearfully that a girlfriend of hers was among the 17
women who died.
Firefighters using oxygen
tanks rescued people trapped
inside the club and extinguished
the flames early Sunday. They
also evacuated another 500 people
from the hotel and surrounding
buildings inundated by smoke.
At daybreak, grieving relatives
and friends stood outside the
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“At first we thought it
was a joke, but it
seems the fire extinguishers didn’t
work.”
—Jenny Cisneros
charred building in a poor district
of the Venezuelan capital. The
club’s
blackened,
narrow
entrance was roped off.
Detectives began the grim task
of identifying the dead.
“We have information that the
flames spread quickly in the small
building, the escape routes were
blocked, contributing to the magnitude of the disaster,” Briceno
said.
“There were more people in the
club than its capacity could hold.
There were three or four hundred
people there when we arrived,
and a lot of thick, dense toxic
smoke.”
The combination of overcrowding, no emergency exits, improvised electrical wiring, unlicensed kitchen and scant fire
code inspections is a common one
in this city of 4 million, Briceno
said. There are not enough
resources to monitor hundreds of
similar clubs, some of which are
open illegally, officials say.
“It’s no secret that these types
of clubs often have faulty wiring
and that their electrical circuits
are overcharged,” the fire chief
said.
“The problem is that nightclubs
must have enough exits, and it
isn’t always observed,” Briceno
said, adding that disco owners
often ignore firefighter warnings
on capacity limits.
Saturday night’s fire was the
deadliest nightclub blaze in the
Venezuelan capital since 1985,
when 25 people perished in a discotheque fire, Briceno said.

Sponge Kate
Square Betz

Happy 21st
Birthday!
Love, Your girls
at the Landing

Don’t Get Stuck in
the Dog House!

Daily Specials

345-SUBS
Monday
Double Punch Day

$5 Friday
$5 Footlong

Tues, Wed, Thurs
Midweek Special

Sunday

3 - 6 inch combo meals
for $11.99
2 - 6 inch subs for the price of 1
with the purchase of a drink

Catering Special
3 ft sub for $35 (feeds 15 to 20)
6 ft sub for $65 (feeds 30 to 40)

New Items

Veggie & Marble Rye Bread
BBQ Beef - 6 inch $3.49 / Ft $5.99
Variety of Soups $1.89
Crunch-a-bowl Salads

Advertise Your Business Today!
581-2816
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HELP

WANTED

HIRING FOR SECOND SEMESTER:
PART-TIME & FULL-TIME POSITIONS. SEEKING CANDIDATES FOR
ORDER ENTRY. STRONG KEYBOARDING SKILLS A PLUS. MUST
POSSESS EXCELLENT COMMUNICATION SKILLS. EXPERIENCE WITH
PHONE SALES HELPFUL. SCHEDULING FLEXIBLE. APPLY IN PERSON AT SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION, INC. COLES BUSINESS PARK
5955 PARK DRIVE, CHARLESTON
FOR DIRECTIONS, CALL 345.9194
________________________12/16
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS: HIRING FOR SECOND
S E M E S T E R
PROOFREADERS/TYPESETTERS. MUST POSSESS COMMAND OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE
AND ABILITY TO DISCERN MISTAKES IN TEXT QUICKLY AND
ACCURATELY.
EXPERIENCE
WITH MACINTOSH AND PAGEMAKER A PLUS. SCHEDULING
FLEXIBLE. APPLY IN PERSON AT
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION,
INC. COLES BUSINESS PARK
5955
PARK
DRIVE,
CHARLESTON FOR DIRECTIONS, CALL 345.9194
________________________12/16
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext.539
________________________1/13
Searching for a Job that Works
Around
Your
Class
Schedule??? WESTAFF has
immediate long term fundraising/inside sales positions available.
We
offer:
Flexible
Scheduling, A Fun/Professional
Atmosphere, Paid Training,
Competitive Starting Salary.
Call Now!!! 345.1303 WESTAFF
eoe m/f/h/v
________________________00

FOR

RENT

CLOSE TO CAMPUS-furnished
apts, 1, 2, & 3 BR. ONLY A FEW
LEFT!! Call 345.2516
________________________11/22
NOW LEASING FOR 2003-2004
SCHOOL YEAR. 5 bdrm house.
Close to campus. Nice yard and
good parking. Call 345-7355
________________________11/22
Leasing for fall 2003: 2 -6 bedroom houses, great rates and
locations. call 346-3583
________________________11/23
APARTMENTS 2003. 2&3 bedroom.
Near campus. www.eiuapts.com
345-2416
________________________11/22
Near Campus 4-6 Bedroom houses available for Aug 2003, 10
month lease Call
348-0712
________________________11/22
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS. 1509 S.
2nd; 3 bedrm furnished apts., low
utilities- Leasing for Spring & Fall,
2003 Semesters Call 346-3583
________________________11/22
AVAILABLE NOW OR SECOND
SEMESTER! Townhouses and
Apartments for 2 to 5 Tenants.
Bargain Price! 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor
________________________11/22
FALL 2003: 3,2, BEDROOM
HOUSES 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS,1026 EDGAR DR., 1 bedroom apartment 348-5032
________________________12/6
EXTREMELY NICE 2 Bdrm, 1 or 2 bath
apartments available for summer and
fall. W/D and trash included, close to
campus, no pets. Call 345-9267
________________________11/22
Newly purchased, extra nice, 3
bedroom, 2 bath home on
University Drive. W/D included.
Close to campus. Available
August 1st. 345-9267.
________________________11/22

FOR

RENT

FOR

EXTRA NICE UPSTAIRS APT. JUST
CAME AVAIL. 2088 1/2 6TH ST. CARPETED, A/C, SHOWER, VERY QUIET
APT. DEPOSIT AND LEASE
REQUIRED. WILL CONSIDER PETS!
CALL 345-7522 AFTER 5:30 CALL
345-9462 ASK FOR LARRY.
________________________11/22
AWESOME: 4-5 bdrm house, fall
2003. 11/2 baths, w/d No. 1
Orchard Dr.(behind McDonald’s)
$1200/month. 217-898-1514.
________________________12/3
2 bdrm house with basement, AC,
enclosed porch, carpeted, available 12/15 for $550/month, no
pets. 345-3232 days.
________________________12/5
Now renting for Fall of 2003. 4-6
bedroom apts, close to EIU. Call
3345-2467
________________________12/5
DON’T WAIT!! Go for the best!
Beautiful, like new apts. Near campus! Good management & security.
345.2516. Available Fall 2003.
________________________12/6
Newly remodeled throughout.
Available for Spring or 2003. 1 BR
200 W. Monroe, 3 BR 956
Division. 345-0853
________________________12/10
Fall 2003: Brittany Ridge, 4 bedroom for 4 or 5 people, 2 1/2
baths, W/D, DSL access, Low
utilities and great floor plan.
$200/mo/person, Local, responsive landlord. 348.8886 leave
message
________________________12/13
FALL 2003, 3 bedroom house
close to campus. 10 or 12 month
lease. 348-7698 leave message.
________________________12/16
FALL 2003, 2 bedroom downstairs house. 10 or 12 month
lease. 348-7698. leave message.
________________________12/16

RENT

FALL 2003, 2 bedroom house. 10
or 12 month lease. 348-7698.
leave message.
________________________12/16
GET OUT OF THE DORMS!!! Get
ready for Springtime parties.
January-rooms available for Short
term lease. Share house VERY
close to campus. 345.3273
________________________12/16
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES: AVAILABLE FALL 2003,
3,4,5,6 BDRM APART., HOUSES,
AND TOWNHOUSES. MANY
INCLUDE FREE DSL INTERNET,
FREE LAUNDRY, AND OTHER
EXTRAS. E-MAIL US AT eastern_il_prop@yahoo.com
OR
CALL 345-6210 FOR PROPERTY
LIST AND PHOTOS. ASK FOR
BECKY AT EXT. 2
________________________12/20
For Spring 2003: 2 BR Unf Apt w/
stove, refrig, AC, microwave.
Laundry in complex. Trash pd.
1305 18th St & 2001 S 12th St.
$395/single.
$460/2
adults.
348.7746
________________________00
For Fall 2003-2 BR Unf Apt w/
stove, refrig, AC, microwave,
laundry in complex. Trash pd.
1305 S 18th St & 2001 S 12th St.
$395/single,
$460/2
adults.
348.7746
________________________00
Spring Semester 2003. One
month free. New 3 BR unf apt. w/
stove,
refrig,
dishwasher,
microwave, cathedral ceiling,
indiv sink/vanity in each bedroom,
water/trash pd. One block from
Old Main. 348.7746
________________________00
HOUSES & APARTMENTS: ALL
SIZES, ALL CLOSE TO CAMPUS!
GREAT PRICES CALL 345-6967
________________________00

FOR

Townhouses, 3 & 4 BR for 2 to 5 people
Call for appointment

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 - Fax 345-4472

Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: ______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏ No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment: Check No._______

Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

RENT

GET THE BEST BEFORE THE
REST. 2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOM
UNITS AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO
EIU. IF YOU WANT A NICE, NEW,
AND CLEAN APARTMENT FOR
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR CALL 3481067
________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR furnished apt. Water, trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo.
on the corner, 1111 2nd st. Right
next to park. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427
________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. RENT
AS LOW AS $280/PERSON. FURNISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
DSL/ETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022
________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING. SPRING SEMESTER 2003
LEASES AVAILABLE. OFFICE
345-1266 OR 346-3161.
________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 345-6533.
________________________00
LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2
and 3 bedroom apartments available IMMEDIATELY, 2ND SEMESTER, or select your apartment
NOW for fall 2003! LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE offers lots of
space, swimming pool, volleyball
court, walk to campus. Located
across from Carman Hall. 3456000
________________________00

Royal Heights
Apartments
1509 S. 2nd St.

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS

A D V E RT I S E !

3 Bedroom Furnished Apt.

When Location Matters
Lease for fall 2003
Spring 2003 Available 1,2,3 Bed Room Apartment
Call Lindsey for more info. @ 348-1479

Lease Fall 2003 & Spring 2003
Available
KIM @ 346-3583

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form

FOR

LEASING FOR FALL 20032004: 1,2,& 3 BR apts, clean,
good loc, trash & parking incl.
No pets. Williams Rentals,
345.7286
________________________00
2 BR, 1 car garage. Nice backyard & patio. Located in a quiet
neighborhood. Available now!
$550/mo. 345.5088
________________________00
Apts. for rent at 1812 9th St.
AVAILABLE NOW! 3&4 BR, Lease
time negotiable. Close to campus. Please call for appt. & info.
348.0673
________________________00
Apts. for Rent at 1812 9th St.
Available 2003-2004. Furnished,
close to campus, behind EIU
Police. 1,2,3,& 4 BR. Laundry on
premises, parking included, &
trash paid. Locally owned, clean
& nice. Call for appt. & info.
348.0673
________________________00
1 BR furnished apt with garage.
Great location 1525 3rd. No parties or pets. 345-5048
________________________00
3 BR furnished apt. 1521 1st
St. CA, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, free parking. No
pets or parties. 345-5048
________________________00
1 and 2 BR furnished apts.
Low rent, low utilities. 10 mo.
lease. No parties or pets. 3455048
________________________00
3 BR Apt, New kitchen with dishwasher, microwave, cent air, laundry, very nice. No pets. 345.7286
________________________00
2 BR apt, furn/unfurn, nice, Great
location, all elec. A/C. No pets.
345.7286
________________________00

Apartments for 1 or 2 residents
Houses for groups of 3 & 4

RENT

Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1Klutzes
5Ailments for
which there
is no known
cure
10Sharpen
14Exchange
15Early stage
16London’s ___
Park
17Give a darn
18Like chips
that have
been set out
too long
19The “Iliad” or
“Odyssey”
20Bristling with
firepower
23Lois Lane
often needed
one
24One who’s
looked up to
25Pick-up line?

28Quick smells
32PC key
35___ Strauss
& Co.
37___ firma
38Display contempt for
42Apple tool
43Feed the
kitty
44Hair colorer
45Rob, as a
stage
47Progresso
products
50___ of Man
52Bitter resentment
56Barely
scrape by
61Norwegian
king
62Rating units

63Dog in
“Beetle
Bailey”
64Where Korea
is
65Donnybrook
66Multicolored
67When leaves
turn
68First sign of
the zodiac
69Vaccines

DOWN
1Prize awarded at the
Kodak
Theatre
2Knowing
3Grows crops
4When
repeated, a
cry to an
awardee
5Half of a
1940’s-50’s
comedy duo
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE 6Suspicious
of
O A F S
C O L D S
W H E T
7Exam
for
S W A P
O N S E T
H Y D E
attys.-to-be
C A R E
S T A L E
E P I C
8Indian city
A R M E D T O T H E T E E T H
R E S C U E
I D O L
9Knights’
horses
H E L L O
S N I F F S
E S C
L E V I
T E R R A 10Cyclists pop
T H U M B O N E S N O S E A T
them
C O R E R
A N T E
D Y E 11Ballyhoo
H O L D U P
S O U P S
12Trim, as text
I S L E
R A N C O R
L I V E H A N D T O M O U T H 13Part of M.I.T.:
Abbr.
O L A V
S T A R S
O T T O
A S I A
M E L E E
P I E D 21Expected
F A L L
A R I E S
S E R A 22Scout’s rider

1

2

3

4

No. 1021
5

6

7

8

9

10

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

13

29

30

31

54

55

24
25
33

26

34

38

27

35
39

28
36

40

37
41

43

42
45

46
50

56

12

22

23

32

11

57

44
47

48

51

58

49

52
59

53

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

Puzzle by Peter Sarrett

26Horne or Olin
27Pizzeria fixtures
29Landlord of
Lucy and
Ricky
30Wear on, as
the nerves
31Fill nicely
32Do art on
metal, e.g.
33Chase away
34Ringlet
36Analogy
words
39Like feudal
times

40Touch lightly
41Emotional
disorders
46Transfusion
liquid
48Popular
cooking
spray
49Busybodies
51Go in
53Adorable one
54Sleek swimmer
55“The Mary
Tyler Moore
Show” spinoff
56Goof off

57
“Casablanca
” woman
58Colorado
resort town
59“The
Persistence
of Memory”
artist
60Shoe shaper
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BEARS

NFL:

RAMS

Packers clinch NFC North Warner 0-6 as St. Louis’
with win over Chicago
starting quarterback
and-goal at the Packers’ 1 in the
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) —
Chicago
third quarter.
Spectacular touchdown-saving
Bears
“The Walkers rep-re-sent-ed
plays by two backups named
20
today!” defensive end Vonnie
Walker allowed the Green Bay
Holliday said.
Packers to win their first diviGreen Bay
On a cold, windy day at
sion title in five years.
Packers
Lambeau Field, Brett Favre
The Packers won the NFC
30
threw two second-half touchNorth by beating the Chicago
down passes and improved to
Bears 30-20 Sunday, despite
33-0 at home when the temperlosing running back Ahman
Green to a knee injury after he had pro- ature is 34 or below. He beat the Bears
for the 18th time in 22 tries.
duced 123 yards of offense.
The Packers trailed 14-6 at halftime
Rookie Tony Fisher, an undrafted free
agent from Notre Dame, ran for 91 yards after Javon Walker ran about 100 yards
and a touchdown on 17 carries as the and chased down Roosevelt Williams as
Packers (9-3), who were coming off two he was about to dance into the end zone
straight losses, became the first team to at the end of the first half. Damon Moore
clinch a playoff spot and remained the had intercepted Favre’s pass at the
Chicago 5, but Moore fumbled at midonly team without a loss at home.
They couldn’t have done it without field. Packers lineman Mike Flanagan
rookie receiver Javon Walker, who recovered but tossed the ball into the air.
chased down a cornerback headed for Williams grabbed it and started running
the end zone to prevent the Packers’ before Walker caught him.
“It would have been devastating to
halftime deficit from reaching 15
have them score like that right before
points.
Then nose tackle Rod Walker forced a the half,” Packers coach Mike Sherman
fumble from the Bears’ center on first- said.

Bloomquist:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

his squad didn’t come out ready to play.
How is a great team not ready?
The 1982 version of the Panthers that
narrowly lost 20-19 in the quarterfinal
round of the Division I-AA playoffs was a
great team. The 1978 Division II national
champion Panthers were a great team. The

FOR

RENT

Exceptionally economical! 1 BR
apt. w/loft, Furnished for 1 or 2
persons. $370 for 1, $425 for 21/2 of duplex, 1 BL N of O’Brien
Field, Call Jan 345.8350
___________________________00
2003-2004 school year. Nice and
close to campus. Unfurnished
houses. No pets. $285 per person
per month. 12 month lease. 3453148 or 512-9227.
___________________________00
4 BR, 2BA HOUSE FOR FALL ‘03.
W/D, low utilities, roomy with
great backyard. Very nice house,
close to EIU. Never been used as
rental before. 345-9595
___________________________00
One bdrm. apts. for Aug ‘03-’04.
PP & W PROPERTIES, INC. 2
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. ONE
BLOCK AND 1 1/2 BLOCKS
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON 6TH
STREET. One or Two person leases. Central heat & AC, laundry
facility. Trash service & off street
parking included. Perfect for serious students or couples. 3488249
___________________________00
Fall 2003: 2 & 3 bedroom furnished apartments. Utilities
included, close to campus, no
pets. Call 345-6885
___________________________00
2 nice houses, all appliances,
W/D. Available Spring 2003 and
Fall 2003. Excellent locations.
345-7530
___________________________00
Available Now! Nice large 1 bedroom apartment. New carpet.
345-6967
___________________________00
House with 3 or more bedrooms.
W/D, dishwasher, 6 month lease.
Close to campus. 345-6967.
___________________________00
Available in January: large 1 bedroom apartment. 1/2 block from
campus. $345. 345-6967
___________________________00
SEITSINGER RENTAL HOUSE
1074 10TH STREET. 11/2 BLKS
FROM CAMPUS. AVAIL. DEC. 22
FOR SPRING SEMESTER 2-4
PERSONS
NEEDED.
COMPLETELY FURNISHED PLUS
DISHWASHER, W/D CALL 3457136
___________________________00
Tired of roommates? Single apt.
on the square $325 inc. utilities.
345-2171 9-11am days.
___________________________00
For 2003-2004: Well capped one
bedroom apartment. Close to
campus. $350 per month. Leave a
message. Call 345-0652
___________________________00

St. Louis
help Philadelphia beat the Rams
PHILADELPHIA
(AP)
—
Rams
10-3 Sunday in a rematch of last
Backed by a dominant defense,
3
season’s NFC championship
the Philadelphia Eagles proved
game.
they can win with their No. 3
The NFC East-leading Eagles
quarterback. The St. Louis Rams
Philadelphia
(9-3) shut down St. Louis’ oncestill haven’t won without theirs.
Eagles
potent offense, forcing five
Bobby Taylor returned an inter10
turnovers and sacking Warner
ception of Kurt Warner 23 yards
eight times, including four by
for a touchdown, and third-string
quarterback A.J. Feeley did just enough to backup defensive end N.D. Kalu.

Home:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Eastern was not able to put the game out
of reach as they struggled to make late free
throws. The usually dependable Domercant,
who made 89 percent from the line last season, missed six free throws, but was able to
get to the line 20 times.
“It was just a mechanical breakdown,”
Domercant said. “I call myself a machine at
the free throw line and I had a malfunction.
I’m going to get in the gym tomorrow and
work on the repairs.”
Domercant led the team in almost every
category with a career tying 40 points and
eight rebounds and assists apiece. J.R.
Reynolds added 22 on 8-of-9 shooting from
the field and he made all six of his threepoint attempts, while junior guard Jason
Wright added 12 points.
The team also got some quality minutes
out of reserve freshman guard Jake Sinclair
who helped preserve the Panthers’ victory.
“Jake did a great job out there,” Reynolds
said. “He brought fire to our defense and

1980 Division II runner-up Panthers would
be among Eastern’s greatest teams.
The 2002 first-round chokers weren’t.
The Panthers join a long list of the greatest
teams that could’ve, would’ve should’ve,
but didn’t.
The Panthers were as far away from
greatness as a team could be Saturday and
a week prior in their loss to Murray State
on a last-second field goal — something
that likely won’t soon be forgotten.

took a huge charge at the end. He helped out
on their big guys and made some big
rebounds.”
The Purple Aces had a balanced attack led
by junior forward Clint Cuffle who ended
with 20. Senior forward Larry Ferguson
added 18 points while senior forward Ian
Havanan had 16.
Head coach Rick Samuels hopes the team
can build on this win, but wants to see a better defensive performance.
“I knew we needed work on defense, but I
didn’t know we needed quite a much as we
do,” Samuels said. “Let’s hope that we can
maintain confidence in our offensive abilities to score until we can shore up on our
defense.”
◆ The Panthers’ shooting was not quite as
good when they played Illinois-Chicago on
November 24. The Panthers shot 1-of-15
from the three point line as they fell 91-78.
Senior guard Craig Lewis led the Panthers
with 22 points while Domercant added 21.
The Flames had five players in double figures as they shot 64 percent from the field.

SUBLESSORS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

2 Bedroom, 1 Car Garage,
Nice
Backyard
&
Patio
Located in a quiet neighborhood Available Immediately!
$475/Month
_________________________00

WANTED: Female sublessor for
Spring 2003. Availiable ASAP.
Very nice, new and furnished
apartment across from Buzzard.
Call Stuart 348-0157 or 549-0223
__________________________00

ROOMMATES

LOST AND FOUND

Roommates
wantedNear
Campus, Single Leases Available
$275/month Call Lindsey 3481479
_________________________11/21
1 female roommate wanted for
spring semester 2003. 3 bedroom
apt., $266/mo., really close to
campus. Call Colleen, Tracy, or
Kristan 345-0797
_________________________12/6

LOST: A 3-diamond necklace,
Monday night, November 18.
Sentimental value, can’t replace,
reward if found. Call 581.6714
__________________________12/6

FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES,
CLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS. Earn
$1,000-$2,000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraiser 33 hour
fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with not risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so
get with the program? It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
_________________________11/21
Traffic crashes claim the lives of more
than 40,000 Americans eacg\h year...
Are you buckled up?
_________________________11/21
USA Spring Break presents
SPRING BREAK 2003. Campus
reps wanted! Earn 2 free trips for
15 people. Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatalan, Jamaica, Acapulco,
South Padre and Florida. Call
TOLL FREE 1-877-460-6077
www.usaspringbreak.com
_________________________11/22
The Graduate Student Advisory
Council is holding a clothing, food
and paper products drive Nov. 18
thru Dec. 13. Please remember to
bring back items to donate and
look for boxes in several department offices on campus.
_________________________11/22

Students-quit smoking now!
Contact Jessica at 581-7786 for
information!
_________________________11/22
***SPRING
BREAK
BLOWOUT***
LOWEST
PRICES & FREE TRIPS FREE
MEALS AND PARTIES, BOOK
BY NOV. 6TH, limited inventory left, Most RELIABLE**15
YEARS EXPERIENCE FEATURED ON TRAVEL CHANNEL, & MTV.
SUNSPLASH
TOURS.COM 1-800-426-7710
_________________________11/23
BEFORE YOU SPRING BREAK,
E-BREAK! The online authority for
Spring
Break
2003!
Visit
www.ebreaknow.com for all of
your Spring Break needs!
_________________________12/16
ACAPULCO-BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS-SPRING BREAK! The
only company exclusive to
Acapulco! That’s why we’re
the BEST. “Go Loco Inn
Acapulco” with the #1 Spring
Break Company in Acapulco
for
16
years!
Call
800.875.4525
Today.
www.bianchi-rossi.com. Be a
Rep, travel FREE-ask how!
_________________________12/16

****ACT FAST!! Save $$$, Get
Spring Break Discounts! 1.888
THINKSUN (1.888.844.6578
dept
2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16
***ACT NOW!!! Guarantee the
best SPRING BREAK PRICES!
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardi Gras. TRAVEL FREE, Reps
needed, Earn $$$$. Group
Discounts
for
6+.
1 . 8 8 8 . T H I N K S U N
(1.888.844.6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Campus Reps
Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties
& Meals! 1.800.234.7007 endlesssummertours.com
_________________________12/16

FOR

RENT

SUBLESSORS
SUBLESSOR
NEEDED!
2
MONTHS RENT FREE!! Large
1 BR Apt with room for 2
occupants. Park Place on 7th
st. Available second semester
& summer. Call 345.2011
_________________________11/22
1 sublessor needed to share 3
bedroom apartment for spring
semester. $300/month. Trash,
water, parking included, 1 block
from campus. Call Jessica at 3489301.
_________________________11/22
HURRY! ADORABLE 1 BDRM
APARTMENT
2
CLOCKS
FROM CAMPUS. LOW UTILITIES. PARKING AND TRASH
INCLUDED. 345-8279
_________________________11/22
Need a roommate for Spring
Semester to live with two girls.
$250/mth, but: two summer
months are free! Final month’s
rent is paid! Security deposit
is paid! Only have to pay for 4
of the 7 months! Atrium apartments on Lincoln. 348-6067 or
217-253-3378
_________________________11/22
SUBLESSOR NEEDED! Large
1 bdrm apt. January- June.
Close
to
Campus,
$335/month. Call Traci at 815953-0913
__________________________12/1
SUBLEASING FOR SPRING
2003 Unique 1 BR apt.
Excellent condition. Secure
location.
Available
Jan.
Upperclassmen & non-students.
Please
contact
345.7322. Please leave a message.
__________________________12/8

PERSONALS
68% of EIU students have not used
tobacco within the last month (n=471
representative students, Spring 2002)
_________________________11/22

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Just Spence’s 1148 6th St. open
Tuesday-Saturday 1:30-5pm a prilcelsss
shop? Well, we’re a tagless shop - you be
the judge? All new lower prices. Fame,
Friendly, People! 345-1469
_________________________11/20

DOONESBURY

MOTHER

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

GOOSE

&

GRIM

BY MIKE PETERS

A D V E RT I S E !
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FOOTBALL

Last-second kick sinks Panther OVC title hopes

Western Illinois 48,
Eastern Illinois 9
E. Illinois 0 2 0 7 - 9
W. Illinois 21 6 7 14 - 48
First Quarter
WIU- Lawson 5 run (Langan kick), 11:22
WIU - Michna 1 run (Langan kick), 6:30
WIU - Lawson 23 pass from Michna
(Langan kick), 00:07
Second quarter
EIU - Safety Lawson tackled in end zone
by Bihun, 7:36
WIU -Glasford 12 run (kick failed), 3:17
Third quarter
WIU - Green 11 fumble return (Langan
kick), 10:14
EIU - Raymond 30 pass from Romo
(Kuehn kick), 8:05
Fourth quarter
WIU - Luke 14 pass from Michna (Langan
kick), 12:04
WIU - Gray 32 punt return (Langan
kick),7:18
A-2,429.
EIU
WIU
First downs
14
22
Rushes-yards
28-56 44-193
Passing
220
172
Comp-Att-Int
22-45-1 12-20-1
Return Yards
162
82
Punts-Avg.
12-25
6-44
Fumbles-Lost
3-1
1-1
Penalties-Yards
8-69
6-50
Time of Possession
29:39 30:21
RUSHING:E. Illinois, Taylor 18-88,
Kissack 1-2, Romo 4 (minus 5), Raymond
5 (minus 29). W. Illinois, Lawson 20-104,
Glasford 8-56, Hayden 3-24, Michna 614, Yellin 1-5, Christian 1-4, Coleman 1
(minus 3), Parrish 3 (minus 10).
PASSING-E. Illinois, Romo 21-44-1-215,
Kissack 1-1-0-5. W. Illinois Michna 1117-1-164, McAdams 1-3-0-8.
RECEIVING-E. Illinois, Raymond 7-77,
Hopson 4-46, Eller 3-38, O’Neal 3-31,
Bumphus 1-10, Taylor 1-8, Frazee 1-5,
Parsill 1-5, Pettway 1-0. W. Illinois, Luke
3-63, Hall 2-29, Gray 2-23, Glasford 214, Lawson 1-23, Coleman 1-12,
Matthews 1-8.

By Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I AT E S P O RT S E D I T O R

MURRAY, Ky. — The Panthers
watched
the
Ohio
Valley
Conference title fly away along
with Sane Andrus’ 52-yard field
goal as time expired Nov. 23 at
Murray State.
After coming back from an 11point
deficit
Eastern
with 6:20 left in
Panthers
the game, the
35
Panthers left
their fate in
the shoes of
Murray State
the Racers senRacers
ior
kicker.
37
Andrus made
his two previous field goal attempts (46 and 25
yards) along with all four of his
extra point attempts.
“As a kicker, I can only do so
much, so I’m glad I was able to
come through,” Andrus said.
Andrus’ kick put Murray State
ahead for good at 37-35.
Andrus was suspended by
Murray State head coach Joe
Pannunzio earlier in the season.
“He was acting up earlier in
the year, and I suspended him,”
Pannunzio said of Andrus, whose
previous long kick was from 51
yards out. “But I’m really glad
he’s with us now.”
It was appropriate that Andrus
beat the Panthers with his foot
after the Panthers spent most of
the day shooting themselves in
the foot. They committed four
turnovers in the game.
On the Panthers’ opening drive,
they failed to move the chains
and were forced to punt deep in
their own territory. Eastern had a
bad snap on the punt and Murray
recovered the ball on the Eastern
12. With an 11-yard pass to
Deandre Green and a one-yard
run by senior tailback Billy
Blanchard, the Racers were on
the scoreboard in under two minutes.
The Racers tacked on a field
goal by Andrus before the
Panthers broke into the scoring
column.
The Panthers were threatening
to take their first lead of the

Stats & Stuff

Other Division I-AA
Playoff results

N AT E B L O O M Q U I S T / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Redshirt-freshman Kory Lothe reacts after the Panthers lose 37-35 last Saturday to Murray State in the game’s
final second.
game late in the first half. With
first and 10 from the Racers’ 35,
Romo hit an open wideout
Dwanzelle Hopson yards in front
of the goal line only to have
Hopson drop the pass. With their
second to last play of the half,
Romo overthrew his pass to junior tailback Andre Raymond forcing the Panthers to attempt a
field goal.
Another bad snap kept the
Panthers from scoring and they
went into halftime trailing 17-15.

Eastern’s defense kept the
game close in the second half,
stopping the Racers from scoring
in the third quarter.
“Turnovers really hurt us,”
Panther head coach Bob Spoo
said. “We’ve just got to go back
and get better for the playoffs.”
Meanwhile, Romo and the
Panthers offense added eight
points to take the lead 23-17.
The Racers scored 17 unanswered points, aided by a pair of
Eastern turnovers.

The Panthers came back in the
final minutes behind a pair of
touchdown runs by Raymond.
Eastern crushed the Racers in
total offense, racking up 507
yards to Murray’s 352. Romo
threw for 302 yards and senior
tailback J.R. Taylor gained 174
yards on 27 carries.
Blanchard led the Racers
offense with 110 rushing yards
and quarterback Stew. Childress
passed for 169 yards.

Maine 14, Appalachian State 13
McNeese State 21, Montana State 14
Fordham 29, Northeastern 24
Villanova 45, Furman 38
Western Kentucky 59, Murray State 20
Georgia Southern 34, Bethune-Cookman 0
Montana 45, Northwestern State 14
Southern 48, Grambling 24

This day in Panther sports...
◆ 1995: The Eastern men’s
basketball team defeats
Division III Millikin 72-65.
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Wade’s show too much for
Panthers at Marquette

Women’s
basketball
rallies at
home
S TA F F W R I T E R

Game plan:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

property over $300 and resisting or
obstructing a peace officer.
Patterson said one of the twins,
but would not name which, was
claiming his innocence, but both
were suspended for the game. The
brothers have not appeared in
court to be formally charged by a
state’s attorney.
“I think we were just fine,”
Patterson said. “We always had
four really good defensive backs in
there. We certainly didn’t have any
problems.”
Travis Washington, a junior
defensive back finished third on
the team with tackles with seven.

pass to junior tailback Andre
Raymond, capping a six-play, 61yard drive, which for the first time
all game showed the Panthers had
signs of life on offense. The Panthers
trailed 34-9 at that point with 8:05 left
to play in the third quarter.
“We had dropped balls and lots
of things that are uncharacteristic,” Spoo said. “We just didn’t
function well.”
Romo completed only 21 of 44
passes for 215 yards, one touchdown and one interception. The
Leathernecks sacked him three
times. Raymond caught seven
passes for 77 yards and senior tailback J.R. Taylor led the Panther
rushing corps with 18 carries for
88 yards. No other Panther had

more than two rushing yards.
“I just think we had the better
athletes with character and I think
we have a better coaching staff
too,” Western head coach Don
Patterson said. “I’m really thankful to have them around.”
Western quarterback Russ
Michna, the Gateway Conference’s
Offensive Player of the Year, completed 11 of 17 passes for 164 yards.
Eastern Junior linebacker Nick
Ricks led the defense with nine
tackles despite twice leaving the
game with an injury.
“He’s been playing hurt all year
and he came back on every play,”
Spoo said. “Unfortunately a lot of
guys didn’t come back hard on
every play today.”

S TA F F W R I T E R

By Matthew Stevens
All it took for the Panthers
women’s basketball team was to
come home. Eastern snapped a
three-game losing streak in their
home opener after rallying to
defeat Navy.
The Panthers (1-3) came back to
Charleston after losing a pair in
the Florida sun and a disappointing loss to Indiana UniversityPurdue University at Indianapolis.
The Panthers first 20 minutes in
Lantz Arena were a rollercoaster
after Eastern used a 15-0 run to
take a 22-9 lead into a timeout.
However, the Midshipmen rallied
before halftime and suddenly
Eastern was down 35-34.
After a disappointing loss to
IUPUI, in which the Panthers
were up by double-digits head
coach Linda Wunder was sensing a
little deja vu.
“I did have a flashback and so
did the players, you could see it in
their eyes,” Wunder said. “That
carried over into the second half.”
Navy exploded out of the locker
room with a 19-8 run in the opening seven minutes. After a brief
timeout, Eastern staged a big
comeback in front of the home
faithful.
“I told them we need to step up

MILWAUKEE — Dwayne Wade
certainly made an early statement
to the voters of the Wooden and
Naismith Award by turning in one
of the best shooting performances
in Marquette history.
The 13th-ranked Marquette
Golden Eagles (4-0) defeated
Eastern (1-3) 97-74 after completely dominating the first 20 minutes
of play.
Panthers head coach Rick
Samuels attributed the final score
to the level of competition that his
players have seen recently.
“I’m pleased with our effort, but
we haven’t been very fortunate in
the teams we’ve played, because
last season we had to go to
Oklahoma and that’s a Final Four
team,” Samuels said. “Not to make
any excuses, our kids have been
home 35 hours in the last 11 days.”
Wade made every one of his 11
shots in the first half and started
off the game with two open court
steals, both resulting in dunks that
brought the Bradley Center crowd
out of its seats. The preseason
Conference USA player of the
year ended the first half with 23
points doubling the next highest
scorer in the game.
“I have been a Dwayne Wade
admirer for a long time and I
thought he played exceptionally
well,” Samuels said “We tried to
guard him but he’s pretty good.”
Marquette as a team shot 70 percent from the floor in the first half
and 67 percent from beyond the

three-point arc. The Golden Eagles
outscored Eastern 16-0 in fast
break points and took the Panthers
completely out of the game by the
15-minute mark.
“I have to give Marquette credit
because this may sound crazy but
I thought we defended pretty hard
in the first half,” Samuels said.
“I wasn’t displeased at all with
our offensive flow because this
was a game in which I thought we
could get out in transition,”
Marquette head coach Tom Crean
said.
The Golden Eagles rode the
back of Wade to a 54-36 halftime
lead. The 54 points in the first half
was the highest ever scored by a
Marquette team coached by
Crean.
“I thought our players were up
to the challenge tonight,” Crean
said “I don’t think we defended as
well as we could have.”
In the second half, the Golden
Eagles got the ball inside mostly to
senior forward Robert Jackson
who ended the game with 22 points
(18 after halftime) and nine
rebounds.
“Robert Jackson played a solid
16-straight minutes in the second
half,” Crean said. “He was talking
on defense, rebounding and scoring, but that’s how he’s practiced of
late.”
Preseason
Ohio
Valley
Conference Player of the Year
Henry Domercant led the
Panthers in scoring with 27 points
but Wade and Freshman forward
Steve Novak held Domercant to 8
for 21 from the field.

By Matthew Stevens

C A I T L I N B U L L I S / A S S O C I AT E P H O T O E D I T O R

Freshman Megan Sparks (left) and the rest of the Panthers went 1-3 during
Thanksgiving break.
our play and play more to our
tempo,” Wunder said “The closer
we got, the more confidence we
had.”
Allison Collins stepped up big to
replace the shoes of junior center
Pam O’Connor while O’Connor
continues her rehab on a knee
injury.
Collins led the team with 23
points in 27 minutes after averaging only four points last season
coming from Elgin Community
College.
“The team was getting the ball
to me and I had some open looks,”
Collins said “This was a very big
win for us.”
Junior guard Lauren Dailey
struggled early from the freethrow line but hit 3 of 4 in the final
◆ Wind was with Western: The
Leathernecks won the opening coin
toss, but deferred to Eastern,
which chose to receive the kickoff.
Western chose to defend the south
goal giving the Leathernecks a
wind advantage in the first and
third quarter. The wind howled
through Hanson stadium gusting
up to 46 mph and was consistently
in the 20s.
“That was never a consideration
for us,” Panther head coach Bob
Spoo said about taking the wind.
“We want to get the ball in No. 17’s
(Romo’s) hands right away.”
Patterson knew it would be a
gamble.
“It was a calculated risk,”
Patterson said.

Pressure:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

looking to turn the momentum.
But Eastern literally fumbled
the opportunity.
On the first play after receiving
the free kick on the Eastern 41yard line, Western sacked Romo
and Leatherneck defensive lineman Will Daun recovered a fumble
on the play.
“I felt like we had to do something and get something started,”
Spoo said. “That might have been
the spark. But they have an answer
for just about everything we throw
at them.”
Eastern did not score again until
the third quarter on a Romo 30-yard

Yay verily! I declare
thee advertisement to
be smashing!
Advertise in ye
olde DEN this
fortnight

Call today
581-2816

$ 50

1

MOND
AY

Coors Light Bottles

Monday Night Football
Jets vs Raiders

POOL LEAGUE CONTINUES TONIGHT
COME WATCH YOUR FAVORITE 3-MAN TEAMS!
BE HERE AT 7 PM

Union Hair Salon

Has extended their hours to help serve Students,Faculty,and Staff
UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY

Tuesday - Friday
10:00am-2:00pm
(by Appt. only) 6:00pm10:00pm
Every Saturday
10:00am-4:00pm

EVERY THURSDAY AT 7:00 AM

Tuesday -Saturday

DOUGHNUTS ARE ON SALE IN

$6.50 per dozen (tax included)
$3.50 per 1/2 dozen (tax included)
$.60 single donut (tax included)
Orders can be placed before 3:00 PM on Monday for
pick-up on Thursday.
Call 581-3616 to place your order.

@

A reminder to the ladies
who buy contraceptives from
us.
Don’t forget to buy enough of
your contraceptives before
the semester break!
Pharmacy and Health Service
will be closed December 21st
through January 5th.
We will reopen for business
on Tuesday, January 6th at 8
a.m.

minutes which proved to be the
game winners. Dailey ended the
game with 13 points and eight
assists.
Sophomore guard Sarah Riva
came off the bench to provide 15
points and hit 4 of 6 from beyond
the arc.
“I thought Sarah did an awesome job,” Wunder said. “She
helped push the tempo, converted
big plays and played without fear.”
The Panthers look to ride this
confidence back on the road when
they take on Loyola in Chicago.
“This was a huge win confidence wise,” Wunder said. “We
were tested a lot falling behind,
but they were able to overcome
that and learned they can stage a
rally and win a game.”

Walk-Ins Welcome During Day Time Hours!
For Appointments Call
581-7148
STOP BY FOR A FREE HEALTHY
HAIR CONSULTATION!!

SURPRISE

YOUR
FRIENDS

Place a

BIRTHDAY
A D
with a
P H O T O & M E SSAGE

in the
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OUT

OF

BOUNDS

M basketball vs. Western
W basketball at Loyola
Indoor track at Illinois State
M basketball at Indiana State
W basketball vs. Southern Ill.
Wrestling at Northern Iowa

7:10 p.m. Lantz Arena
7 p.m.
TBA
6 p.m.
7:10 p.m.
All day

FOOTBALL

Leathernecks choke Eastern
Nate Bloomquist
SPORTS EDITOR

Don’t call
Panthers a
great team
Many good things will be
said about this year’s version
of the football Panthers, but
one thing is for sure — it wasn’t the best group of athletes to
ever wear the Panther uniform.
The squad will be remembered in a far different manner.
The Panthers received that
billing, rather unofficially
from some in Panther football
circles, but the squad definitely had an aura about it as if it
were entitled to the honor.
Saturday’s demoralizing 48-9
loss to Western Illinois in the
opening round of the Division
I-AA playoffs clinches their
inability to wear the title of
Eastern’s best team.
Playoff games are won by
strong defenses and consistent
special teams and on many
occasions this season the
Panthers had neither.
Every great team has let
downs. Eastern’s came with
horrible timing.
The Panthers’ only folly of
the season came at Murray
State when it’s offense, ranked
No. 2 in the country, seemingly
forgot how to make big plays.
It’s long-term memory loss
continued Saturday when
many Panthers forgot how to
catch Tony Romo’s passes.
Western had a let down in
the form of a 54-52 loss to
Southern Illinois in Week 6.
But the Leathernecks forgot
about the loss, — Eastern’s loss
to the Racers likely loomed
large.
“We wanted to start over
after that loss and go 6-0 the
rest of the season — we looked
at it as a new season,” Western
head coach Don Patterson said.
“We did that and now we want
to go 4-0 (in the playoffs)
which you could maybe call
that as being easier because
it’s only four games.”
Western’s attitude after a let
down seperates it from being
just a good team and turns
them into a great team, which
the Leathernecks are. You
don’t need scoreboards to see
it.
Spoo could’ve seperated his
team’s season into three.
Eastern went 0-2 in it’s “preseason” shellackings at I-A
schools, then went 8-0 in its
second season against I-AA
opponents.
The Panthers’ game against
Murray State could be considered a playoff, considering it
was for the Ohio Valley
Conference title, leaving
Eastern 0-2 in the playoff season.
Eastern had a good football
team this year. And if there is
such a ranking, it was probably
the best in a long line of good
teams.
But don’t call this team
great.
Panther head coach Bob
Spoo after both the Murray
State and Western games said
SEE BLOOMQUIST
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◆ Panthers can’t handle
defensive pressure,
Western’s offense

N AT E B L O O M Q U I S T /
S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Left: Eastern’s Farley Schalk
(left) and Adam Jack walk
off the field frustrated after a
successful Western Illinois
series.
Bottom: Eastern senior
quarterback Tony Romo
ended his collegiate career
Saturday with a 48-9 loss to
Western in the first round of
the Division I-AA playoffs.

By Nate Bloomquist
SPORTS EDITOR

MACOMB — When the Panther
defense scored long before the
offense struck pay dirt, it was a
sure sign it would be a long day in
the first round I-AA playoff game
against Western Illinois Saturday.
The Panther
Eastern
offense simply
Panthers
couldn’t con9
vert all day
long, and went 1
for 17 on third
Western
down converLeathernecks
sion tries in a
48
48-9
seasonending loss to
the Leathernecks at Hanson Field.
The Leathernecks will play host
to Gateway Conference rival
Western Kentucky next Saturday.
The Hilltoppers were a 59-20 winner over Ohio Valley Conference
champion Murray State Saturday.
“We were just terrible today,”
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo said.
The Leathernecks stuck to a
game plan of pressuring senior
quarterback and three-time OVC
Offensive Player of the Year Tony
Romo and stopping the run.
The plan worked.
“We were watching a lot of film
on them and we noticed that a lot of
the teams in the OVC were rushing
only three,” Western senior linebacker Cornell Middlebrook said.
“They were only rushing three
most of the time so we decided we
were going to put more pressure
on them.”
Romo said it was the most pressure he’d seen in his career, which
at the collegiate level ended
Saturday.
“They just did a really good job
of understanding what they had to
do and they executed,” Romo said.
“And then we really hurt ourselves
with turnovers.”
The Panther barrage of bad
plays began in the first quarter
where Eastern mustered only two
first downs and Western took a 210 lead after it received the ball on
its own 30, the Panther 47 and the
Eastern 23-yard-line after a
blocked Tim Scofield punt.
Eastern’s first score came after
redshirt-freshman Will Bihun tackled Western running back Attley
Lawson for a loss in the end zone.
The Panthers trailed 21-2 and were
SEE PRESSURE

MEN’S
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◆ Western executed its
game plan to a tee in
lopsided playoff win
By Nate Bloomquist
SPORTS EDITOR

MACOMB — Playoff games
against evenly matched teams are
often full of surprises, but fourthyear Western head coach Don
Patterson found none.
Eastern’s weaknesses fell right
into his team’s
game plan.
More inside
“We wanted
◆ Eastern
to punish their
loses to
wide receivers
and I think we
Page 16
did
that,”
Patterson said.
“We also wanted to put a lot of heat on (senior
quarterback Tony) Romo, because
we saw that a lot of the teams
(Eastern) had played didn’t do
that.”
The plan worked and the
Panther offense sputtered to 220
passing yards and only 56 rushing.
The Leathernecks worked a balanced attack against the Eastern
offense with 172 passing yards and
193 on the ground.
“We pride ourselves on keeping
other teams honest,” Patterson
said. “We accomplished everything
we set out to.”
Drawing motivation from history: Western lost in the first round
of the playoffs in 2000 after a 37-7
loss to No. 10 Lehigh.
The loss was still fresh in many
players’ minds.
“We were just sick to our stomach after that loss,” punter Mike
Scifres said. “It was definitely
motivational for us.”
Patterson had another tool to get
his players pumped up.
“I had watched the movie
Braveheart and I’m a really big fan
of Mel Gibson and we used a line
from that movie to get them motivated,” Patterson said. “He said
‘every man dies, but only a few
really live.’ I told our guys to go out
there and really live.”
◆ Defensive backs back up:
Western was without starting
defensive backs and twin brothers
Vinceson and Victor Campbell. The
Macomb Journal reported Friday
that they were arrested on a burglary charge to an apartment in
Macomb
Victor was arrested on additional charges of criminal trespass to
residence, criminal damage to a
SEE GAME PLAN
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BASKETBALL

Home sweet home
◆ Panthers show prowess in home opener, a win over Evansville
Evansville
Purple Aces
89

made 10-of-13 first-half threes and
ended with 13-of-17 to tie a school
record. Most of those shots were
wide open looks because of well-set
The Eastern men’s basketball
screens.
team was happy to be back in Lantz
Eastern
“One person I always want to
Arena after three straight losses
Panthers
give credit to is Jan Thompson,
on the road. The Panthers (2-3)
94
because I can’t tell you how many
took advantage of their familiar
screens I got open off of,” senior
surrounding as they outshot
Evansville (1-2) on their way to a 94-89 win guard Henry Domercant said. “He doesn’t
get any credit for that. If his mother was
Saturday.
“It was nice cause we were on the road for guarding me, he would set a screen on her,
two weeks straight and played two of the top and it would be a legal one too.”
The Panthers were able to hang on to a 5120 teams in the nation,” senior guard J.R.
Reynolds said. “We were back at home 49 first half lead that had several ties and
where we are used to shooting and we just lead changes.
The Panthers took the lead for good after
made a lot of shots.”
Both teams came out strong in the first Domercant ignited an 8-0 run five minutes
half, both shooting nearly 60 percent from into the second half to take a seven point
lead.
the field.
The first half story for the Panthers was
from behind the three point line. Eastern S E E H O M E ◆ Page 9

By Matt Williams
S TA F F W R I T E R
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Senior Craig Lewis and the rest of the Panthers won
their first home game Saturday in a 94-89 tilt.

